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The following article is the response prepared by Mr. Şükrü Server Aya and sent to CNN Turk TV Anchor Ms. Şirin 
Payzın due to the contents of her recent show  “ 360 Degrees“ involving some guest speakers."!!
To :    CNN Turk TV                                                                                            January 25, 2015!!
Attn:  Ms. Şirin Payzın!!!
1. I watched your program last night named ‘ 360 Degrees ‘, in full except perhaps the initial 

short   segment.  I would like to congratulate you for inviting as your guest the esteemed Mr. 
Doğu Perinçek “the first time“  to CNN TV Programs besides the regular ‘genocide crowd 
pleasers’.!

2. The guest you have introduced right after Mr. Perinçek, Mr. Garo Baylan, has repeated his 
usual claims about genocide, perhaps due to his lack of basic historical foundation and 
knowledge with all his sincerity and sentimentality as best he can but without irrefutable 
historical facts, inappropriate with the seriousness of the subject and mismatching with a  
quality TV program. !

3. Basically, it is objectionable to approach this subject with divergent issues and inputs like      
“ Turk, Greek, Armenian, German, Jewish “.  “ If we want to grasp the truth”  it is not a good 
idea and a realistic approach to use measures that may be applied to persons later. If our 
aim is the “ truth “, issues and personal identifications like religion, race, nationality, man/
woman identification may affect and distort our thoughts and opinions which must remain 
neutral and factual.  As we are trying to reach some dramatic events in the history,  we can 
not generalize some individual events and we simply can not accept as concrete evidence 
some grandfather/grandmother stories told when we were babies.!

4. ‘Genocide Crowd Pleasers’  can not respond to even simple questions like “ Why, where, 
when, how, how many, who wrote, who saw, where buried. etc..”.  As myths of religious 
proportions ruled and governed human beings for years, the Armenian Diaspora lies like “ a 
snake swallowed an elephant” type have been used to conceal facts like 20,000 Armenian 
soldiers have served in German Army as Foreign Legionnaires who later were allowed 
to emigrate to the U.S. and other countries until 1960’s.  Once arrived in their new 
homelands, their most favored project of ‘Money Laundering and Embezzlement’  has been 
put into effect with success , their crimes and heavy genocide propaganda have been 
introduced in parallel to and as if similar to the already proven and legally documented 
Jewish Holocaust. The only difference ( from the Jewish Holocaust) is that the Armenians, 
until today,  have not shown a single authenticated document and an unbiased eye witness 
proving the ‘the genocide’ claims. They refrain from legal means and procedures, from 
opening their archives and sitting down together with Turks to openly discuss the events and 
claims. My own observation has been that, until today, with all your guests, including father-
son Akyol’s, who have been wise-man without reading a page, almost the whole TV shows, 
commentaries, debates have been off-limits to anti - Genocide arguments, including yours.  I 
certainly hope that after this beginning, you do not regret what you have done, and keep all 
the doors open to illuminate the people and discuss the important subjects like Genocide. !

5. Dear Ms. Payzın, can you not devote minimum of two hours of your life to investigate this 
subject from “foreign sources” ?  My enclosed pocket book of 2011 which has been 
prepared for those who do not have much time to read and which is edited like a pictorial 
storybook, does give the synopsis of the important historical events of the recent 150 years. 
The English language version of this book, together with my other 3 books in English may 



easily be reached on the internet and available to anyone.  If or when you read it, I think you 
will remember about ten or twenty percent of the pictorial stories I edited there but the 
remaining of the contents will be a new reading and learning for you. You have the freedom 
to share the book with others if you like. Most if not all of my books are open to the world 
since 2005 at the internet site “ armenians-1915.blogspot.com “ which has been prepared by 
three Armenians from Turkey. All the comments, thoughts and objections sent to the site are 
given equal opportunity to be seen and read by everyone and answered. Now, that is  the 
place called “field of heroism”, meaning the realities, ideas and thoughts can be discussed, 
fought about and finalized under equal opportunity and availability to everyone. There has 
not been a single person in the world who has found a mistake of mine and I have been able 
to respond and answer comfortably all the questions asked of me, since I only rely and refer 
to historical documents of foreign sources. Therefore, I would be pleased and available 
to sit down at a table either with your famous academicians, diplomats, thinkers and 
speakers or foreign dignitaries who claim to know it all, for days if necessary, within a 
workshop format, using my documents.  These events may not be discussed openly and 
clearly within an atmosphere where the moderator may interrupt by saying “ we will take a 
break now, conclude your statement with one last sentence please “.  I would not refrain 
from attending such an invitation if there were one. I must say, I have completed my early 
training years long time ago.!

6. I am enclosing my article in full version which appeared at AYDINLIK daily newspaper on 
Jan. 19 and 20. I hope you will take a moment and read it. If you read my red markings, you 
will appreciate the statements of the Secretary General of the then League of Nations ( now 
the U.N. ), saying that the crimes committed by the individual tribal gangs can not be 
considered, accepted or assumed to be genocide.!

7. I have been together at some conferences on this subject with my esteemed friend Ret. 
Admiral Türker Ertürk, who knows this subject better than those you have invited as your 
guests.  Enclosed is his article of today where he referred to my work. !

8. Dear Ms. Payzın, the volume of the written material I have read on this subject would easily 
exceed 100,000 pages and most of these documents are the books and the writings of the 
famous ( and heroic) Armenians. The others are official reports, senate and congressional 
records and formal writings. None of them are “Assumptions”  or ‘ I am thinking this way..’  
kind of articles. Only the “documents speak” until it is proven to be incorrect and a stronger 
document is presented. !

9. I am enclosing a list of writings that I and my friend Prof. Ata Atun had co-authored and have 
been published in academical magazines and periodicals.!

10. I certainly hope that you will realize when you read the last paragraph of my article in the 
newspaper that I am not a chauvinist, just the opposite, someone not so religious, not 
nationalistic or racist, but at the same time, not someone who would take it lightly to be 
taken as a fool.!

11. About a century and a half ago, some young people who believed the concocted and false 
ideals and hopes created by the powerful nations have taken their nations to disasters and 
almost total destruction for not listening to the repeated warnings of their elders. The elders 
of the present Armenian population in Turkey, such as Mr. Ateshian of the Kandilli Armenian 
Church, are still trying to warn and keep straight such adventurist and misinformed young 
people. Hrant Dink “was not a pro-genocide person” but rather was a valuable human being 
and a good citizen who sought the middle of the way.  You and the 100,000 people walking 
the streets for him would like the murderer be found and penalized. Everyone is right.  But, 
they are forgetting the murders committed by the young Armenians by killing our 44 
diplomats since 1973 or ignoring or belittling hundreds of our military officers imprisoned 

http://armenians-1915.blogspot.com


during the last several years for doing nothing criminal. “ What part of the camel is straight “ 
so to speak, “ so that it would work for Hrant Dink “ ?  As far as the others are concerned, 
hundreds are still living with the same dramas today.  But, there are no hand-held signs for 
them in the streets nor are there any supporters.  In this case, I wonder if our citizens like 
Mr. Garo who is basically sincere, are asking for a first class or high priority 
citizenship ?  !!!

     My congratulations, thanks and best wishes,!!!
      Şükrü Server Aya!


